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PRODUCT

EZ Cloud offers Accounts Payable (AP) automation software that allows organizations to:

 Automate over 90% of manual invoice processing, with over 99.5% extraction accuracy

 Increase collaboration by connecting AP teams with approvers and suppliers in one easy portal

 Offer greater visibility throughout the AP process, from mitigating bottlenecks to accessing real-time data

 Simplify the management of paper-based documents, centralizing invoices from multiple locations

 Customize workflows to manage multiple layers of approvals and support complex processes

 Reduce payment-related fraud and risk

 Reduce costs and save tens of thousands (or more!) by maximizing early pay discount opportunities

For custom integrations, EZ Cloud requires implementation and IT support, allowing customers to take 
advantage of ongoing technical expertise. EZ Cloud’s integrated approach allows for a more effective, streamlined 
way of managing and automating your Accounts Payable process.

EZ Cloud provides a modern and secure Accounts 
Payable (AP) automation platform that brings AP 
communications, invoice data, and real-time 
analytics to one easy-to-use portal. Integrating 
seamlessly with existing processes, EZ Cloud uses 
the latest technology to offer AP and finance 
professionals greater visibility, accountability, and 
control.

OVERVIEW

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to streamline Accounts Payable, 
offering AP and Finance professionals greater 
visibility within the Procure-To-Pay (P2P) process.

EZ Cloud is an Accounts Payable (AP) automation 
platform supported by a diverse team of experts with 
various professional and cultural backgrounds.

Founded in 2019 by CEO Andrew Blackman. With a 
team of technical experts, they leveraged their 
decades of experience designing, implementing, and 
supporting Accounts Payable Automation Systems in 
the Oracle enterprise space to develop EZ Cloud, a 
cloud-based AP automation solution that offers 
industry-leading data extraction rates. The company 
has transformed into a dynamic team of 42 dedicated 
resources, with offices in the US, UK, and India.

ABOUT US

VISION
Transforming business through automation.

@EZCloudAutomation@ezcloud-cowww.ezcloud.co @ezcloud_co


